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(3) Landing gear retracted;
(4) Wing flaps in the takeoff posi-

tion(s); and
(5) An angle of bank not exceeding 5

degrees.

[Doc. No. 4080, 29 FR 17955, Dec. 18, 1964, as
amended by Amdt. 23–21, 43 FR 2318, Jan. 16,
1978; Amdt. 23–34, 52 FR 1828, Jan. 15, 1987;
Amdt. 23–42, 56 FR 351, Jan. 3, 1991; 56 FR
5455, Feb. 11, 1991; Amdt. 23–50, 61 FR 5189,
Feb. 9, 1996]

STABILITY

§ 23.171 General.

The airplane must be longitudinally,
directionally, and laterally stable
under §§ 23.173 through 23.181. In addi-
tion, the airplane must show suitable
stability and control ‘‘feel’’ (static sta-
bility) in any condition normally en-
countered in service, if flight tests
show it is necessary for safe operation.

§ 23.173 Static longitudinal stability.

Under the conditions specified in
§ 23.175 and with the airplane trimmed
as indicated, the characteristics of the
elevator control forces and the friction
within the control system must be as
follows:

(a) A pull must be required to obtain
and maintain speeds below the speci-
fied trim speed and a push required to
obtain and maintain speeds above the
specified trim speed. This must be
shown at any speed that can be ob-
tained, except that speeds requiring a
control force in excess of 40 pounds or
speeds above the maximum allowable
speed or below the minimum speed for
steady unstalled flight, need not be
considered.

(b) The airspeed must return to with-
in the tolerances specified for applica-
ble categories of airplanes when the
control force is slowly released at any
speed within the speed range specified
in paragraph (a) of this section. The ap-
plicable tolerances are—

(1) The airspeed must return to with-
in plus or minus 10 percent of the origi-
nal trim airspeed; and

(2) For commuter category airplanes,
the airspeed must return to within plus
or minus 7.5 percent of the original
trim airspeed for the cruising condition
specified in § 23.175(b).

(c) The stick force must vary with
speed so that any substantial speed
change results in a stick force clearly
perceptible to the pilot.

[Doc. No. 4080, 29 FR 17955, Dec. 18, 1964, as
amended by Amdt. 23–14, 38 FR 31820 Nov. 19,
1973; Amdt. 23–34, 52 FR 1828, Jan. 15, 1987]

§ 23.175 Demonstration of static longi-
tudinal stability.

Static longitudinal stability must be
shown as follows:

(a) Climb. The stick force curve must
have a stable slope at speeds between
85 and 115 percent of the trim speed,
with—

(1) Flaps retracted;
(2) Landing gear retracted;
(3) Maximum continuous power; and
(4) The airplane trimmed at the speed

used in determining the climb perform-
ance required by § 23.69(a).

(b) Cruise. With flaps and landing
gear retracted and the airplane in trim
with power for level flight at represent-
ative cruising speeds at high and low
altitudes, including speeds up to VNO or
VMO/MMO, as appropriate, except that
the speed need not exceed VH—

(1) For normal, utility, and acrobatic
category airplanes, the stick force
curve must have a stable slope at all
speeds within a range that is the great-
er of 15 percent of the trim speed plus
the resulting free return speed range,
or 40 knots plus the resulting free re-
turn speed range, above and below the
trim speed, except that the slope need
not be stable—

(i) At speeds less than 1.3 VS1; or
(ii) For airplanes with VNE estab-

lished under § 23.1505(a), at speeds
greater than VNE; or

(iii) For airplanes with VMO/MMO es-
tablished under § 23.1505(c), at speeds
greater than VFC/MFC.

(2) For commuter category airplanes,
the stick force curve must have a sta-
ble slope at all speeds within a range of
50 knots plus the resulting free return
speed range, above and below the trim
speed, except that the slope need not be
stable—

(i) At speeds less than 1.4 VS1; or
(ii) At speeds greater than VFC/MFC;

or
(iii) At speeds that require a stick

force greater than 50 pounds.
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(c) Landing. The stick force curve
must have a stable slope at speeds be-
tween 1.1 VS1 and 1.8 VS1 with—

(1) Flaps in the landing position;
(2) Landing gear extended; and
(3) The airplane trimmed at—
(i) VREF, or the minimum trim speed

if higher, with power off; and
(ii) VREF with enough power to main-

tain a 3 degree angle of descent.

[Doc. No. 27807, 61 FR 5190, Feb. 9, 1996]

§ 23.177 Static directional and lateral
stability.

(a) The static directional stability, as
shown by the tendency to recover from
a wings level sideslip with the rudder
free, must be positive for any landing
gear and flap position appropriate to
the takeoff, climb, cruise, approach,
and landing configurations. This must
be shown with symmetrical power up
to maximum continuous power, and at
speeds from 1.2 VS1 up to the maximum
allowable speed for the condition being
investigated. The angel of sideslip for
these tests must be appropriate to the
type of airplane. At larger angles of
sideslip, up to that at which full rudder
is used or a control force limit in
§ 23.143 is reached, whichever occurs
first, and at speeds from 1.2 VS1 to VO,
the rudder pedal force must not re-
verse.

(b) The static lateral stability, as
shown by the tendency to raise the low
wing in a sideslip, must be positive for
all landing gear and flap positions.
This must be shown with symmetrical
power up to 75 percent of maximum
continuous power at speeds above 1.2
VS1 in the take off configuration(s) and
at speeds above 1.3 VS1 in other con-
figurations, up to the maximum allow-
able speed for the configuration being
investigated, in the takeoff, climb,
cruise, and approach configurations.
For the landing configuration, the
power must be that necessary to main-
tain a 3 degree angle of descent in co-
ordinated flight. The static lateral sta-
bility must not be negative at 1.2 VS1 in
the takeoff configuration, or at 1.3 VS1

in other configurations. The angle of
sideslip for these tests must be appro-
priate to the type of airplane, but in no
case may the constant heading sideslip
angle be less than that obtainable with
a 10 degree bank, or if less, the maxi-

mum bank angle obtainable with full
rudder deflection or 150 pound rudder
force.

(c) Paragraph (b) of this section does
not apply to acrobatic category air-
planes certificated for inverted flight.

(d) In straight, steady slips at 1.2 VS1

for any landing gear and flap positions,
and for any symmetrical power condi-
tions up to 50 percent of maximum con-
tinuous power, the aileron and rudder
control movements and forces must in-
crease steadily, but not necessarily in
constant proportion, as the angle of
sideslip is increased up to the maxi-
mum appropriate to the type of air-
plane. At larger slip angles, up to the
angle at which full rudder or aileron
control is used or a control force limit
contained in § 23.143 is reached, the ai-
leron and rudder control movements
and forces must not reverse as the
angle of sideslip is increased. Rapid
entry into, and recovery from, a maxi-
mum sideslip considered appropriate
for the airplane must not result in un-
controllable flight characteristics.

[Doc. No. 27807, 61 FR 5190, Feb. 9, 1996]

§ 23.181 Dynamic stability.

(a) Any short period oscillation not
including combined lateral-directional
oscillations occurring between the
stalling speed and the maximum allow-
able speed appropriate to the configu-
ration of the airplane must be heavily
damped with the primary controls—

(1) Free; and
(2) In a fixed position.
(b) Any combined lateral-directional

oscillations (‘‘Dutch roll’’) occurring
between the stalling speed and the
maximum allowable speed appropriate
to the configuration of the airplane
must be damped to 1/10 amplitude in 7
cycles with the primary controls—

(1) Free; and
(2) In a fixed position.
(c) If it is determined that the func-

tion of a stability augmentation sys-
tem, reference § 23.672, is needed to
meet the flight characteristic require-
ments of this part, the primary control
requirements of paragraphs (a)(2) and
(b)(2) of this section are not applicable
to the tests needed to verify the ac-
ceptability of that system.
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(d) During the conditions as specified
in § 23.175, when the longitudinal con-
trol force required to maintain speeds
differing from the trim speed by at
least plus and minus 15 percent is sud-
denly released, the response of the air-
plane must not exhibit any dangerous
characteristics nor be excessive in rela-
tion to the magnitude of the control
force released. Any long-period oscilla-
tion of flight path, phugoid oscillation,
that results must not be so unstable as
to increase the pilot’s workload or oth-
erwise endanger the airplane.

[Amdt. 23–21, 43 FR 2318, Jan. 16, 1978, as
amended by Amdt. 23–45, 58 FR 42158, Aug. 6,
1993]

STALLS

§ 23.201 Wings level stall.
(a) It must be possible to produce and

to correct roll by unreversed use of the
rolling control and to produce and to
correct yaw by unreversed use of the
directional control, up to the time the
airplane stalls.

(b) The wings level stall characteris-
tics must be demonstrated in flight as
follows. Starting from a speed at least
10 knots above the stall speed, the ele-
vator control must be pulled back so
that the rate of speed reduction will
not exceed one knot per second until a
stall is produced, as shown by either:

(1) An uncontrollable downward
pitching motion of the airplane;

(2) A downward pitching motion of
the airplane that results from the acti-
vation of a stall avoidance device (for
example, stick pusher); or

(3) The control reaching the stop.
(c) Normal use of elevator control for

recovery is allowed after the downward
pitching motion of paragraphs (b)(1) or
(b)(2) of this section has unmistakably
been produced, or after the control has
been held against the stop for not less
than the longer of two seconds or the
time employed in the minimum steady
slight speed determination of § 23.49.

(d) During the entry into and the re-
covery from the maneuver, it must be
possible to prevent more than 15 de-
grees of roll or yaw by the normal use
of controls.

(e) Compliance with the require-
ments of this section must be shown
under the following conditions:

(1) Wing flaps. Retracted, fully ex-
tended, and each intermediate normal
operating position.

(2) Landing gear. Retracted and ex-
tended.

(3) Cowl flaps. Appropriate to configu-
ration.

(4) Power:
(i) Power off; and
(ii) 75 percent of maximum continu-

ous power. However, if the power-to-
weight ratio at 75 percent of maximum
continuous power result in extreme
nose-up attitudes, the test may be car-
ried out with the power required for
level flight in the landing configura-
tion at maximum landing weight and a
speed of 1.4 VSO, except that the power
may not be less than 50 percent of max-
imum continuous power.

(5) Trim. The airplane trimmed at a
speed as near 1.5 VS1 as practicable.

(6) Propeller. Full increase r.p.m. posi-
tion for the power off condition.

[Doc. No. 27807, 61 FR 5191, Feb. 9, 1996]

§ 23.203 Turning flight and accelerated
turning stalls.

Turning flight and accelerated turn-
ing stalls must be demonstrated in
tests as follows:

(a) Establish and maintain a coordi-
nated turn in a 30 degree bank. Reduce
speed by steadily and progressively
tightening the turn with the elevator
until the airplane is stalled, as defined
in § 23.201(b). The rate of speed reduc-
tion must be constant, and—

(1) For a turning flight stall, may not
exceed one knot per second; and

(2) For an accelerated turning stall,
be 3 to 5 knots per second with steadily
increasing normal acceleration.

(b) After the airplane has stalled, as
defined in § 23.201(b), it must be possible
to regain wings level flight by normal
use of the flight controls, but without
increasing power and without—

(1) Excessive loss of altitude;
(2) Undue pitchup;
(3) Uncontrollable tendency to spin;
(4) Exceeding a bank angle of 60 de-

grees in the original direction of the
turn or 30 degrees in the opposite direc-
tion in the case of turning flight stalls;

(5) Exceeding a bank angle of 90 de-
grees in the original direction of the
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